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KING BOLEBOR  
King Bolebor rules the 
castle. His kingdom’s 

prosperity is close to his 
heart, which is why he plans 
to establish an alliance with 

King Grimslav. Bolebor is 
passionate about plants  
and has a green thumb.  

In his spare time, he tends 
his garden in the Old Tower.

KING GRIMSLAV  
Grimslav is the keeper of 

the Golden Apple, which has 
been owned by his family for 
generations. He is also short-

tempered and can easily 
explode with anger.

MOYMIRA AND MILKA THE CAT 
Moymira and Milka live in a cabin in the woods. 

They adore f lying on their broom and  
spending time together. Will Milka’s 

transformation put their friendship to the test?

BLAISE THE BARD
He entertains everyone in the castle by 

playing the lute. Blaise is a romantic soul 
and believes he will someday fall in love  

like the characters in his ballads.

PRINCESS 
SAMBOYA 

She wants to become 
a female knight, and 

Sir Odolan secretly 
teaches her how to 

wield a sword.

THE 
MERCHANT
He visits the castle a 
few times each year 
with his traveling 
merchandise shop.

THE GHOST 
He haunts the castle,  

but no one can see him. 

BUNIA  
THE DOG 
She’s a homeless dog 
and doesn’t have a 
family or friends.

YANEK 
Yanek is Sir Odolan’s 

squire and Princess 
Navoya’s friend.  

He wants to become  
a knight.

PRINCE TOMIL
He’s King Bolebor’s son, 

the best archer in the 
whole country.

PRINCESS 
TRISTESSA 

Life in the castle has begun 
to bore her. She’s no longer 

interested in the bards’ songs 
or the knights’ jousting.

THE DRAGON
The dragon lives in the vaults of the castle 
and keeps itself hidden from the adults.

QUEEN BABKA
She was once an extraordinary dancer, 

but illness has left her stuck in bed.

YELLOSLAV 
He’s the royal trumpeter. 

His trumpet is his treasure.

THE FROG
The Frog likes to play 

chess, read books 
and paint, yet he feels 

increasingly lonely.

PRINCESS 
NAVOYA   

Navoya is unruly  
and nosy. She dreams  

of having her own  
pet and experiencing  

a big adventure.

QUEEN 
DROGOMIRA  

She’s a builder and an 
inventor, making complex 
machines in her workshop.


